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Abstract. Referations in a given
document is deflned as the I oin of
citatj-ons (citing documents),
references (cited documents ) and
document itself. It represents the
relationshlps between a giiven document
and the others, and produces the more
valuable measures between documents
than references or citations.
Referation file of document collection
in a specific topic can be easily
obtained in microcomputers using
reference data. Referation database,
that is, document file with referation
fiIe, is a kind of knowledge one
structured by relations. This paper
gives a brief outline of some functions
based on referations for the content
and structure of bibliographic
information.

INTRODUCT10N

It is well-known that document database
with references, introduced by
Garfield[1 ], has been contributed to
the progress of lnformation science and
technology. The characteristics of the
database is that the attribute of
document has references(set of cited
documents) and cj-tations(set of citlng
documents, inverted file of references)
instead of descriptors and abstract.
At present, we are able to access
SCISEARCH and SOCIAL SCISEARCFI i-n
onl- ine .

To flnd out the other usage of SCI
dat.abase, a decade had elapsed since
the first issue of the Science Citation
Index. Co-citation proposed by Small[2]
is a measure for automatically finding
out the subject relatedness between
documents that share one or more
citations. Many of citation analysis
using SCI dalabase has been done for
studying the science of science[3].

For the i-nfluence of valuable citation
index, references had little part in
SCI database. However, an analysis was
recently done using references 1n SCf
database[4]. It is based on simi-Iarity
measure of documents, that is,
bibliographic coupling by Kessler [ 5 ].
The revival of bibliographlc couplj-ng
is quite proper under the nature of
references.

following four points are summarized:
'1 ) citation search

cumulative citations of first
author,

2 ) reference search
3) citation analysls

co-citation between documents
passed over five years,

4\ reference analysis
bibliographic coupling between
documents less than fi-ve years.

The data structure of references 1n SCI
database is made of flrst author,
abbreviated journal name, and volume,
page and year. The data structure of
citations inverted 1s the same as that
of references. Thi-s must be considered
as an unavoj-dab1e consequences of the
expanding amount of documents.

However, the usage of SCI database has
some Iimitations f or the
characteristics of the data structure.
There are, for example,

1 ) difficulty of identification of
document,

2) insufficiency of document
inf ormati-on,

3 ) separation of references and
citations.

In particular, the realization of
ldentifying document w111 enhance the
value of SCI database.

This paper deals with a small scale of
database wlth references. It mainly
contains,

1 ) representation of reference data,
2) concept of referations,
l) new informatj-on retrieval system

based on referatj-ons,
4 ) some functions of referation

database.

Us ing microcomputers with higher
performance, fower cost, and larger
memory, I have been developed an user-
friendly system designed for scientists
and librarlans [ 6-B ]. This gives an
outline of this system and some
functions of referation dal-abase.

REPRESENTAT10N OF REFERENCE DATA

It is very difficult to convert the
reference data at the end of document
into computer readable format.
Although we are able to entry all
blbliographic items of references, the
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redundancy of data increases, and the
problem of identification becomes
i.possible to so1ve. For extracting
tha professional information from
document database, it is very lmportant
to identifY document.

SCI database think out of decreasing
the entrY of reference data' The
Iength of data is 30-40 bYtes. It is
considered to be a sPecial coding
system. Each code is marked when new
document is collected. 1t is noticed
that the code is not known in advance'
Because of long bYtes of code, 1t is
dlfficult to identifY and oPerate
document.

If each document has a fixed code, many
problems described previously wiIl be
iolved. But it is lmpossible to mark an
code corresponding to each document in
all of the world. A feasible approach
of coding is to restrict vrithin
documents of narrow Iimits in a

specific field.

The procedure for coding document in a

specific topic is as follows:
1 ) collection of documents in a

specific toPic,
2) coding of document,
3) selection of documents related to

the toPic from references,
4) coding of undefined document,
5) representaLion of reference data by

code.

Therefore, a reference file is made
under the following conditions:

1 ) reference file is composed of
document code,

2 ) reference fj-1e is onlY the
document cataloged to document
file.

As the bibliograPhic items
corresponding to document code are
stored to document f11e, the entry of
document code equals to inPut a1I
blbllographic items.

A very easy method for the entrY of
reference data is developed. It takes
two steps of procedure. Pirst step, we
search and display the list of document
from document file by assj-sting of
authorts index. And second steP, we
catalog reference data and display the
bibliographic items by inputing the
corresponding code. These are executed
on multi screen.

Under computer algorithm, citation flle
is obtained by inverting reference
fiIe. As reference data is made of
document code, this inverted procedure
is very quickIY.

DEFINITION OF REFERATIONS

In a given document, it is possible to
integrate citations, document itself,

and references. This new concept is
named "referations"[6,8]. Under
computer algorithm, referation file is
obtiined by mergining three fiIes, that
is, citation file, document fi1e, and
reference file.

Figure 1 shows an examPle of
referations of document number 851
pubtished in 1 981 having four documents
of citati-ons and five documents of
references. 1n this case, the number
of referations 1s ten- 1t is
considered that referations is an
j-mportant attribute of document.

+― ―――――+― ―――+― ――――――――――+― ――――――――――~~+

I DocN I Yr I           I             I

1 85 1           1
1 85 1 Citat■ Ons I
1 83 1           1
1 83 1           1
+― ―――+― ――――――――――+

1 81 1 Document  I
+― ―――+― ――――――――――+

1 78 1          1
1 77 1           1
1 74 1 ReferencesI
1 65 1           1
1 63 1           1
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Figure 1 ExamPIe of Referatlons

of Document Number 857

Novr, this attemPts to describe the
concept of referations mathematically'
Let n denote the total number of
documents j-n a specific topic, and let
R denote a matrix of reference file'
Reference matrix p=(ri i ) is a square
matrix of n rows and -n'columns. The
elements r11 is defined by the relation

rrr = i if document i cites) ) document j
r;; = 0 otherwise.

Ll

Then citat.ion matrix C is defined as
follows.

+
C = ( cij ) = R"

in where Rt denotes the transpose of
the matrix R. Let E denote an unit
matix which each dlagonal^ element is
set equal to 1. Referation matrix F is
therefore

863
547
104
121
120

F=(fij)=C+E+R`

Th■ s referat■ on matr■ x

symmetr■ c matr■ x of n
columns.

■s a
rows

squa r e
and n

REFERATION DATABASE

A doCument f■ le has the table type of
data structure ■n w ih■ ch  a record
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describes a single document
and the fields describes the
attri butes of document. As
the referations of document
is one of the attributes, it
is natural that referation
file is taken in document
f i 1e. But in th i s PaPer,
referations does not take in
document f ile. It is
assumed here that referation
file 1s an accompanying flle
to document fiIe. Document
file with referation flle is
named for ref eration
database.

Document F■ le(Table Data)
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Figure 2 ts an examPle of trigure 2

referatlon database. Each
record in documenL f11e
contains the document number, author
name, and title to a single document.
And, each record in referation file i-s
made of record numbers related to a
single document. For example, record
number three in referat ion f i Ie i s
related to record one, three, and six.

The data model 1n database has been
developed from complicated hierarchical
model and network model to simPle
relational mode1. Knowledge base in
expert system is now rule model and
frame modeI. However, a simPIe
approach in expert system could be made
eff icient use of databases and
softwares accumulated until the
present.

Referation database described here has
very simple data structure that is
merely table type of file accompanied
r,.rith referation f11e. What differs
from Boolean search is that referati-on
search makes out the weighted
relatlonships between documents. Next,
I describe about the measures.

ASSOCIATION BETWEEN DOCUMENTS

It is possible to defj-ne an lndicator
of relationships between two documents
using referations. As a basic measure,
the matching count betr,veen iLems is
always used. Por example, reference
analysis measures bibliographlc
coupling between two documents based on
references, and citation analysis
counts co-citation based on citations.
1n the case of referations, the same
matching method is used.

Figure 3 shows the association count
between document number 221 and 434.
The Ieft side 1s the referations of
document 227 in 1968. And the right
side is the referations of document 434
in 1 973. In these linkages, document
959, 7 81, and 674 is co-citation. And
document 37 and 228 is biblj-ographic
coupling. But document 434, 32, 31 ,

Figure 3 Association Count Between
Document Number 221 and 434

and 221 do not belong to anY
categories. Direct l ir-rk is f ound to
document 221 aod 434. This is indeed
the reason that document itself was
contained lvithln referations.

Blbliographlc coupling 1s useful
to Iatest documents, and co-citation
count is adaptive to older documents.
However, associat-ion count based on
referations is free to the publication
year of document.

Three types of association measure
between document A and B is defined as
f ollovrs:

1 ) assoclation count

2) association coefficient
y = c / (a + b - c)

3) association ratio
z = 50*(SQR(x/**.*)+SQR(y/y*.*))

in which a and b is each number of
referations in document A and B, and c

DocN Yr
l122 83
959 8η

DocN
1050
959
930
781
674
400
434
505
32

Yr
83
81
80 Cit.
78
77
75
73 Doc.
73
72

781 78
674 77
104 74
434 73

――Co― C■ tat■ on― ―

――Co― C■ tation― ―

――Co― C■ tat■ on― ―

==Direct Link==

――C■ t― Ref.Link―

――Cit― Ref.Link―

==D■ rect L■ nk==

――BiboCoupling―

――B■ b.Couplin9-

31 7η  Ref.
764 68
428 68
227 68

C■ t.

Doc.

32 72
405 72
31  7ヨ

88 71
38 70

227 68
406 68
37 67

Ref. 228 67
440 65
454 65

37 67
96 67

228 67
122 66
52 64
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is the association count betvreen A and
B. The first type is associatlon count
itself. The second type is associatlon
coefficient normarized by a total of
two referations. And the third type is
association ratj-o adjusted by the
association count and coefficient-

The merits of referation analysis is
tvro points:

1 ) independence of publlcaLion year,
2 ) increase of the oppotunity of

f. inkage.
It is desirable that computer readable
referation database in various fields
of science and technology realize.

NEW INFORMATION RETRIEVAL SYSTEM

It became clearly that the
representation of reference data by
code was possible to list the
referations of document and to measure
the refationships between documents.
Using referation database, a new
information retrieval system vri1l be
deve I oped .

In traditional informatlon retrievaf
system, set of documents is serched by
some query key such as descriptors,
author names, journal name, and
publicatj-on year. And an alterative
set of documents through Boolean
operation and for sorti-ng 1s displayed
or prlnted out according to user's
request. 1t is noticed that each
document searched by Boolean techniques
is no weight.

Referation search is the following
three approachs:

1 ) search of referations in a given
document,

2) search of documents associated
vrith a given document,

3 ) search of documents, keyvrords,
authors, and sources associated
with set of documents obtained.

Table 1 shovrs an example of the third
type of referatlon search. The set of
4l documents vrith keyword

SOME FUNCT10NS OF REFERATION DATABASE

This gives a brief outline of some
functions for referation database from
the point of view of softv;are design.

(A) Input Procedure
'1 . Def inition of f 1elds of document

fi-Ie
The name, the number of bytes, and
the attrlbute of each field are
defined.

2. Document fi-Ie
By assisting of indexes such as
document, author, title, source,
and publication year, document
data is entried.

3. Refer-ence file
By assisti-ng of author index,
reference data is entrled usj-ng
code.

(B) Preparalion of Auxillj-ary Files
1. Field file

a. Merge of fiefds : author
b. one data a fj-eId : source,

publication year
c. some data a field : title

keyvrord.
2. Index and name file

Author, source, form, publication
year, title, and keyword is
prepared.

3. Citation and referation file
Citation : inverted of reference
Referation : merge of citation,

document, and reference.
4. Rank file

Referatlon, citation, reference,
author, source, and keyword are

BIBLIOME
BRADFORD
LAW
DISTRIBU
SCIENCE
SCIENTIF
CITATION
EMPIRICA
ZIPF
GENERAL

Tab1e 1 Three Types of Keyword List Searched by
47 Documents with "BTBLfOMETRfC'r in Title

+----+- -----+---- ----+--- -------+
I No I Keyword Count I Keyword Coefft I Keyword Ratio T
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CITATION
SCIENCE
SCIENTIF
BIBLIOME
BRADFORD
LAW
LITERATU
ANALYSIS
DISTRIBU
INFORMAT

BIBLIOME
EMPIRICA
BRADFORD
GENERAL
LAW
ZIPF
LOTKA
DISTRIBU
APPLICAT
STATIONA

4866
4393
4161
3196
2826
2510
2397
2354
2073
1947

0.0977
0.0879
0.0864
0.0852
0.0846
0.0841
0.0833
0.0829
0.0808
0.0787

90.52
82.32
79。 18
75.07
66.48
66。 17
65.58
63.76
63.63
59.51
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"BIBLIoMETRIC'r rn title is retrieved
from document file. Then the set of
keywords assocj-ated wlth the 47
docurnents is searched using association
measure based on referatlons. Tabl-e 1

is a part of screen in vrhich three
types of association measure are
displayed in relevant order.
Furthermore, the sets of documents,
authors, and sources related to
"BrBLroMETRrC, can be searched by
simple ke1, sO.tuatott.



(C) Output Procedure
1. Referation tist of

document
2. Index I ist

4

ranked -

5. Bi-bliometric distribution file
Bradford, ZrPf, Lotka, grovrth, and
Iife distributions are PrePared.

This micro-based pilot system is very
slmple and feasible. The consept of
referations and referation database
could be applied to not only document
informatlon but also the patent and
precedent information- It j's desirabfe
to develop a general software for
referation database.
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